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Dear Diary,
I’ve never kept a diary before, ‘cos normally I’m too busy, but I’m starting now, for a bit, because my
life isn’t like it used to be when I was at school. It’s so amazing! I never want to forget it.
I’ll just quickly bring you up to date, dear diary, so you know where I’m starting from:
Last Summer I was kicked out of school for having sex with two of my teachers – my
gym/diving/trampoline coach and his French teacher girlfriend. It was totally unfair as I was sixteen,
all legal, and they were gorgeous and wonderful and taught me all about sex in the most beautiful
way: how beautiful bodies are and how to live in the moment and enjoy my life as it happens, second
by second.
Up to then I hadn’t done sex, I always just thought I had a lot of energy!
Anyway we got caught and they were made to leave town and I was excluded from school. Mum and
Dad said I had to get a job for a year before I go to college, to teach me a lesson, so I applied for a
job as a trainee secretary and I got it. In fact I also got the boss as my boyfriend and his existing
secretary as my girlfriend – that’s Tashie, who is totally gorgeous. I seduced him on my first day and
Tashie on my second. I am rather highly sexed now! Also I have always been confident even though I
am not very big.
In fact I am quite short and wide, unfortunately; if I wasn’t careful I’m sure I’d be a complete dumpling
when I get old (: but I make quite sure that’s not happening, with my diet and exercise. Luckily my
neck and waist are nice and narrow.
Mike, my boss, is quite old already, 52 actually, but sometimes he behaves like he’s my kid brother!
He’s so insecure. And he was a complete old pervert, spying on us with cameras even, but he’d
never have done anything against us he’s just oversexed and shy. But not so shy as he used to be,

now.
I quite like looking after him when he needs it, he’s so lovely and caring himself. Also he’s ever so
clever and successful, and looks amazing, like a movie star, but he hasn’t a clue about that! It’s so
weird. Plus I should just mention that has a great body, not very big which I like and a gorgeous
shape, and he’s hung like a porn star and completely brilliant at sex. Hehehe!
So in the Summer it all kicked off with me and Mike and Tashie all having loads of sex together.
Then Mike left his wife - who’d met someone else anyway - and Tashie’s Mum broke up with her Dad.
Tashie’s sister Danielle is gorgeous too, and her mum Rachel turned out to be gorgeous and pretty
sex-mad as well. The thing is that her daughters really take after her, so it all makes sense, sort of.
So it ended up with the five of us living at Rachel’s place all having sex with each other. It’s waaay
incredible. Her house is an amazing place, in the country, in its own wood.
I go home two or three times a week. Mum and Dad, who are dead boring and always know best,
think I work as a secretary and stay a lot with my best friend Natasha.
We call ourselves the Licensed Sex Club. That’s because when Rachel found out about Tashie and
Dani having sex together, while Mike and I filmed it, she was OK about it, and licensed it! She’s not
like other mums!! She doesn’t look like other mums either, she looks like a supermodel, apart from
being only average height, even though she must be thirty-five or something because Dani’s
seventeen.
Our first ‘mission’ as the Sex Club was to save Dani from her boyfriend’s hopeless cock, which would
fire off way too soon and then refuse to come back to life whatever she did. So Mike and I both
fucked Dani: Mike with his big cock and me with my strapless strap-on dildo, to make her relax and
easier to enter.
Then James, the boyfriend, came round and Mike showed him with Tashie, how to fuck properly and
think about the other person, providing a service Mike said, and James got the hang of it. Also if you
ask me James was so freaked out by all of us being there, naked, and watching, he forgot to be
nervous about his manhood! Though Tashie used her magic fingers to make sure he had a nice
hardon, just in case. Or it could have been me playing around with Rachel as well, I’m not sure.
He’s quite nice actually, even though as a rule I don’t bother with boys. He’s taller than Mike but his
cock’s quite a bit smaller, though Rachel was right that you don’t really notice when it’s in you, once
you get going. Yes dear diary I had to try him didn’t I? Haha. But the idea of Mike’s big cock makes a
difference to me anyway, so I’m not swapping thanks. Anyway I love Mike a little (don’t tell him

though).
So this is my life just now, dear diary. I lost touch with my school friends after I was kicked out: it was
strange how as soon as I wasn’t going to classes and we knew I wouldn’t be going back with them
the next term we didn’t seem to have so much in common. I think the same thing might have
happened to Tashie actually. So I was a bit on my own for a while. But I’m so happy now. All the
people in my life are really nice.
Mike said I could try and invent some new sex toys if I wanted, as I wasn’t actually doing any
secretary-ing, so that’s what I’ve been doing, with Tashie obviously and the rest of the Sex Club.
Well, as he says, it’s a job! He’s an inventor really, more than a businessman.
The way we are now is basically Mike and Rachel are a couple, they’re in love I’d say, and they’re
like the Mum and Dad in the house, but the best mum and dad ever. Then there’s me and Tashie, we
mostly sleep together. I pretty much love her as well, she’s so gorgeous. Then Dani goes out with
James and he stays over sometimes.
We all have sex with each other too, just depending who’s where and what we feel like, and sleep
together sometimes. It’s funny how different moods make you feel like different kinds of sex. I fuck
Mike pretty much every day, he’s the man in my life, and he can go again and again, it’s incredible,
especially if it’s a different girl from the last time. Some days we pretty much queue up and he does
us one after the other nearly. His cock’s so sensitive, if you can get hold of it you can do anything you
want with him, it’s like his brain switches right off!
Rachel got the house and some money from her old husband and Mike is quite rich I reckon. A little
while ago they decided to build an indoor pool building and that’s just being finished. There’s a diving
board and a deep end for me, and a gym area as well. I’m so lucky! Well to be fair it’s not all luck.
There’s a story about it, how to choose a secretary, but actually if you read it you’ll see it’s more like I
chose my boss!
And don’t tell anyone, dear diary, but I have an idea the pool thing is Mike wanting to do like my dad
did with building my gym at home, and keep me around (as well as Rachel and Tash obviously). ‘Cos
although we are very special to each other he is just ridiculously insecure, for some reason. Also he
gave his house to his wife so now he doesn’t have one of his own and I think he really wants to
belong in this one, if you see what I mean.
Anyway so that’s how things are for me just now. It’s a pretty unusual life for a sixteen-and–half-yearold girl.

Wednesday 1 st December.
Great day today. I woke up with Tashie as usual - what a great way to start the day, touching
someone so beautiful and sweet. We have a double bed, that Rachel got for us, and Tashie and
everyone insists on calling it ‘our’ room so I feel at home.
Some days we play around before we get up but today was a special day – the new pool building, or
recreation building (nobody’s quite sure what to call it yet) was ready! The decorators had finished
and the pool had been heating, so we were going to christen it.
We showered together in the big walk-in shower that Mike and Rachel have had put in – it makes the
bedroom a bit smaller but I can tell you being able to wash Tashie’s fantastic body every day makes it
a great swap. Or getting washed by her, with her amazing hands, is totally special as well. She had to
wash her own tits and pussy today though ‘cos otherwise that would’ve set her off and held us up.
We all had breakfast and then ran over to the new building, which is separate from the house but
quite near, off to the side of the lawn. It’s huge, with all oak beams going across that Rachel and Mike
keep drooling over. They’re really into trees and wood and stuff. I think the whole building is made of
oak, it seems like.
It has windows overlooking the lawn going right down to the floor, some of them’ll open in Summer
but not today. It’s freezing outside, but really warm in here. The plan is for us to be nude in here,
generally, and not in the house any more. We’ve had a few near misses with callers nearly seeing us
naked and Rachel doesn’t want us to start getting a reputation in the village, she says.
The pool is massive, 18 metres, just not all that wide, but who cares about wide as long as you can
do proper lengths? There’s a deep end, 2.5 metres deep with a springboard and even a 3-metre
board. I’m supposed to teach Mike how to dive.
Then there’s a gym area with mats, a pair of asymmetric bars, rings, and a trampoline, And there’s a
lounging area with more mats, a hot tub and a TV, and a sunbed. Plus a shower obviously. It’s totally
incredible. There are even infra-red lamps you can warm yourself up with. And electric blinds for
nighttime. Mike paid for it, I heard him saying something to Rachel about taking a dividend from his
company, which is making loads of money from his invention, some kind of smart fabric thing.
We all took out clothes off and I dived in, it felt fantastic. There’s no smell of chlorine, so I won’t need
to wear goggles. Hurrah! No panda eyes afterwards. I did a few lengths straight away, trying to get
my turns right, and stopped next to Rachel in the shallow end.

She stroked her hand over my shoulder. “What do you think darling?” She calls me ‘darling’
sometimes like her own daughter, it’s so lovely.
“Fantastic Rach,” I said. She’s so sexy. I got her thigh in between mine and rubbed my clit against
her. Sometimes I just can’t stop myself starting sex with her. It’s not just that she’s so beautiful, she’s
also really responsive, almost as sex-mad as me I think sometimes. She pulled me onto her and got
her clit lined up against my thigh and we were off. I hadn’t had sex in water before, it was brilliant. The
cool water washed in and out as we moved, so I had warm bits next to her skin, cool bits just in the
water, and medium bits in the air. Some of them changed from one to the other as we moved. In five
minutes we were there, gasping and cumming together, in the water. What a great start to the
christening.
We climbed out and went over to the others, in the lounging area. Mike was on his back with Tashie
fucking him and Dani on his face. They were all just cumming as we arrived.
“This looks like the Sex Centre,” I said. I knew Mike, the old pervert, had sex in mind as much as
anything when he proposed the building.
“Everywhere’s a sex centre when you’re around,” he said, haha. He’s not too wrong. But I’m not
exactly on my own in the Sex Club!
It was a job to decide what to do next. I set up the bars, anyway, got the heights and distances right
and tightened up the stays. I had my grips and chalk all ready, so I moved some mats over and did a
bit of a routine, it was a great feeling to have both bars again instead of just the one I have at home.
Mike was waiting to catch me when I dismounted, so I did a good one. Once I landed I saw he was
waiting to catch me and fuck me as well: he’s really turned on when I do anything like that, he gets all
pervy about me being strong. What he really likes is my pussy, which he says is the strongest and
most squeezy pussy ever, but I reckon he likes to feel me writhe around strongly as well, he gets off
on the whole idea. And obviously I love that!
So he lifted me and I slid onto his cock, and he carried me over to the others and gave me a good
fucking.
By the time Mike and I finished everyone had had a swim and a go under the sunlamp so I had one
too, then we lay around looking at it all and discussing how fantastic it was. Dani turned on the TV
and we watched some skiing on Eurosport for a while. It’s great being able to watch TV just lying
around on the mats, naked but all warm.
I was lying next to Tashie, I stroked her and she rolled onto me, so we kissed and fondled for a bit. I

love stroking her, her skin is so fabulous and her body is brilliant, so slender but still all shaped, her
waist I swear is about the same as my thigh. I have big thighs but people seem to like them.
We followed the new rule and got dressed for lunch, then we all went back to the new pool building,
took our clothes back off and spent the rest of the day there. I’m going to bring my laptop and keep it
there, I can see that’s where we’re going to be most of the time now. I’m going all tingly just thinking
about what everyone’s bodies are going to be like with all the exercise, the sunlamp, and the sex
practice. ‘Fit’, is the word dear diary!
Anyway Tashie and I are in bed now, her body is more delicious than ever, she tans so beautifully,
and she’s just going to fuck me with the strapless strap-on, so goodnight.
Thursday 2 nd December
Another great day today, we went out and got a girlfriend for Ben, our pet Greyhound. Mike reckons
it’ll be nice for him to have another dog and not just bipeds for company, and Rachel agreed. They’re
both so sensitive like that; and they wanted to rescue another one too. So we’ve got Maisie, she’s a
Greyhound as well, about 3 years old. She’s very nervous but she’s copying Ben so she’ll soon learn
about a proper home life. They both sleep loads and they really like the padded mats in the pool
building, though they do take up a lot of room when they stretch out! But it’s lovely to stroke them, all
warm and furry and relaxed, they really add to the sensuality and sweetness of it all.
Mike tried the rings today, he’s got a way to go still but he looks OK already. He wants to see if he
can get to hold a crucifix like he could when he was young. He wanted me to try them as well, so I
did. I could turn over OK but I couldn’t lift myself onto my arms without a bit of a boost. But I’m pretty
sure the old perv hasn’t forgotten about my teachers in the school gym and their plan to fuck on the
rings – which they couldn’t quite do because Martine couldn’t hold on long enough. We’ll see. Mike’s
mind is like Einstein’s when it comes to anything about sex!
Tashie and Dani and I are working on inventing a better strapless strap-on at the moment. Dani is
part-time on our inventing as she’s at college, but she likes to join in. Mike likes us to do research on
the internet instead of asking him all the time and we’ve got quite into it. It’s amazing how interesting
stuff can be when it’s about something that matters (like sex hehe!) not just exams. Also he doesn’t
mind if we say things that are totally stupid, as long as we try; he never makes us feel bad. He says
the only real mistake is to be too scared of making mistakes to do things. He’s a star, really.
So Tashie and I have been finding out about materials and silicone and even bending moments.
Bending moments – me!! Well, roughly, dear diary, we’re not too deep into physics or anything just
yet! But our strapless strap-on is definitely too bendy, that’s for sure. If you try to fuck at all hard the

connection between the two bits just buckles. Anyway Tashie and I actually have a spreadsheet with
some calculations on it now!!!
Friday 3 rd December
I went home today and saw Mum and Dad for dinner. I took Tashie as they always like to see her,
everyone always likes her, and they think she’s such a nice friend for me, so well-spoken and polite.
They have no idea how sexy she is under that sweet, innocent face! Mum and Dad would so freak if
they knew what we get up to.
Anyway I told them I was staying with her over the weekend and they were OK about it. I think they’d
rather I spent a bit more time at home, but the trouble is the real me is so different from what they
want, with them being quite conventional. Anyway Rachel picked us up again and I got my laptop and
swim things: I expect we’ll have some people in the pool before long who aren’t in the Sex Club.
Saturday 4 th December
Sure enough Dani was wondering if she could bring some friends round, James and some others
from the college, and Rachel and Mike said yes of course. They came round this evening and it was
quite fun actually, nine of them including James, who’s always nice to me after I fucked him! Well to
be fair he’s nice to everybody I think.
Mike and Rachel were quite parenty, I was quite surprised: only plastic cups allowed, not bottles or
glasses that could get broken glass in the pool, no using the sunbed, and one of them was always in
there. But it didn’t spoil it, though everyone knew they couldn’t get too much off their face. Mike had a
nice perv as the girls were all pretty nice-looking. He’d put in a hifi that I hadn’t noticed and so there
was music as well as the swimming and everything and we danced a bit.
It’s a nice bunch of people. Tashie had worried about what to wear, her bikini or a one-piece (she
looks beyond amazing in a bikini) but James and Dani’s friends are all so polite like them, all different
from the boys our own age at school, so after a while she went and changed out of her one-piece into
a bikini, like all the rest of us girls were wearing. She was popular, let’s say, but everyone was totally
respectful. Well for one thing they’re all used to being with Dani I suppose, so Tashie wasn’t quite
such a revelation as she is normally.
One of the boys is black, and so is his girlfriend. I know I’m not supposed to notice but I do find it
sexy. I managed to get in between them in the hot tub (which is hot now) and they do have a different
feel to them, a different aroma too. I love brown skin actually. They were very nice, Phil and Sue, both
planning to do engineering at uni. I couldn’t start anything but I think I let them know I might be

interested!!
As time goes by I’m starting to think I could get a bit more promiscuous, in a careful sort of way. We
don’t want the club to get stale, do we??? I’ll have to talk to the others about it.
It’s quite late now, we stayed in the Sex Centre after everyone had gone and Mike unloaded his
pent-up pervery with me, while Rachel and Tashie talked about college I think. Dani had gone with
James - they’re a bit more private about it than the rest of us, probably with James still not being too
confident around Mike’s monster cock!
Sunday 5 th December
I did a bit of diving today, it was great to do some again. I had to be a bit careful with being rusty, but
it was so great, that rush when it’s all worked and the water zips over your body. Mike had a go as
well; he was pretty good, and not bothered about going off the 3m board. Afterwards as per usual
with me doing anything physical he had to fuck me, then we did some tanning, just a few minutes to
maintain, then we did some lengths together, then guess what another fuck. I can’t describe what it’s
like to be fucked by Mike, dear diary, sorry. But perhaps you can imagine the greatest thing you ever
felt and multiply it by something.
After lunch we watched some TV and I asked about extending the club a bit or what, but I’m not sure
everyone’s in favour. We are pretty close, now, the five of us, it wouldn’t be easy to let someone else
in. I suppose James isn’t really in the club, fully, he’s only fucked me and Dani, though he has been
nude with us and fucked Dani while the rest of us were doing stuff too.
This evening I did some massage with Rach and she told me a bit about when she was young, which
wasn’t so long ago but they all slept around more, she said, aids was only just beginning then. She
had quite a lot of partners when she was a teen, then it stopped when she got married, quite young.
She didn’t say so but I wouldn’t be surprised if she got pregnant and that’s why.
Monday 6 th December
We hung out in the Sex Centre this morning then in the afternoon Rach and Tashie and I took Ben
and Maisie for a walk. Rach has been thinking about Tashie going to college, so we talked about that.
She didn’t say so but I have an idea she’d quite like me to go as well. I’m quite close to Rach, I think
she wants me to have a proper education, though also Tashie would be more likely to go if I did.
Dani’s friends did make it seem nicer than I’d been thinking. But really I’m more interested in our
real-life project with inventing, now. I keep thinking about silicone!

Still I said I’d go along with Rach and Tash for a look around the college, with Dani.
Tuesday 7 th December
Today we did some more research, about silicone and materials, and Tashie drew some designs.
She really can draw! Also she’s been quietly looking at sex toys and what they look like – well it was
Tashie who told us about strapless strap-ons so she obviously has a bit of an interest!! She is quite
clever, I think, just not with words though.
Materials are quite complicated, talking about words. I’m learning lots of new ones like ‘elastomer’.
Mike says just keep going, don’t be intimidated by them, and they’ll start to make sense.
We did lots of swimming and Tashie did some dives off the springboard. She’s so elegant, but not
keen on anything risky. She swims crawl really well now and is getting into tumble turns.
We did some massage, I wanted to feel her new muscles, in her shoulders especially. I didn’t think
she could be any more gorgeous, but they have made her shoulders a bit more of a feature as they
are on the narrow side. Her tits are even more pert now, I didn’t think that was possible! I find it hard
not to touch them but if I do I have to get her all the way off, they’re so sensitive. Her ass is even
better as well, and you can feel muscles up her back. I massaged her for ages, it was so great, then
she fucked me with the strapless strap-on. I’m sure we can make a better one, even though she’s got
really good with it.
Tuesday 8 th December
We went into the college today, for a look round with Dani. Mike didn’t come as he had to go into the
factory for something,
We walked all over, it all looks quite nice, and we had lunch in the refectory. Dani said she spends
quite a bit of time in classes, and all the teachers are like lecturers, it’s not like school.
We bumped into Phil and Sue, and they showed us round the design technology workshops and
their CAD workstations. It was amazing what they can do, design something on screen and then get it
machined automatically, or rapid prototyped (I could get quite into this engineer speak!).
Sue did a lot of the talking and I was repeating some of the words she was using. She said girls have
to make an extra effort to not get put off by the language, just because it’s not girlie.

I asked Phil and Sue where they live and they took the hint and invited us round for tea. I fancied
them more than ever, Phil is quiet, with broad shoulders and narrow hips, and Sue has eyes that are
really slanted, going up towards the outside of her face, she’s really beautiful. Very slender with quite
big tits.
I’m not sure how much of it’s with them being new, to me, and wanting to feel their gorgeous dark
brown skin, but anyway I figured maybe they’ll be curious about a blonde white girl too. So I paid
them a lot of attention and started touching them a bit, on their arm sort of thing, and got quite a good
response I reckon. Quite a bit of eye contact anyway! Mike is always going on about my eyes, ‘cos
they’re grey and quite large.
I don’t have much experience with seducing, in spite of the hundreds of fucks I’ve had, but I read that
being interested and eye contact and a bit of touching are good ways, and so far that’s checked out.
Sue gave me a bit of a nudge back with her hip at the sink, I’m sure! Anyway they’re going to come
over at the weekend. Rach seemed pretty keen for them to come, but I’m not so sure about Dani,
she’s a bit less sex mad than the rest of us, I get the feeling. Tashie was just a bit clingy afterwards
so I’ll have to make sure she’s OK with it and knows it’s not that serious.
Saturday 12 th December
I didn’t bother with writing anything about Wednesday Thursday and yesterday, as they were pretty
normal, basically sex and inventing, but very nice. Today though Phil and Sue came round and guess
what, dear diary!!!
They came after lunch and we all went into the Sex Centre, with Mike now as well of course. Rachel
was quite the driving force: after we’d all had a bit of a chat and a swim and got out she told them
that’s what we call it, the Sex Centre, and gave me a sexy kiss in front of them! So they were pretty
amazed, of course, but not put off at all. If anything they were starting to grin about it.
Well I’d been pretty touchy-feely with them in the pool, and so had Rach. They both look terrific in
their swim things. Their asses are both amazing. They’re both quite confident too, I don’t think it was
a surprise we fancied them. They’re both seriously good-looking.
Mike, my wonderful sensitive man, homed in on Tashie so I knew she’d be OK. Well I’d said to her
how I fancied Phil and Sue and I was pretty sure she knew how not-serious I was, but it was great to
know Mike was looking after her. They love each other, Mike and Tashie, in many ways, it’s beautiful
to see. They set off by kissing deeply.
I wasn’t too sure about what Dani wanted to do so I sort of started fondling her gorgeous little ass

and steering her towards Sue. Dani is quite into lezzie but a little bit less than hetero, I’d say, but
Rachel had bagsied Phil already and had pulled him right to her, kissing and fondling his ultra-pert
ass and leaving no space for anyone else to join in! So it was me and Dani on Sue.
Sue is quite an assertive person I think but with it being all new she was quite passive to start with. It
was very sexy, she just stood there, all slender with her great tits sticking out from her narrow chest,
all lean and firm, and that gorgeous colour, while Dani and I kissed and stroked her, going round and
round. We got more and more intimate with her until her nipples were sticking out and I could feel her
box nice and swollen as I stroked over it.
Then we undid her bikini top and started properly on her tits. They are gorgeous, dear diary, let me
tell you! Her nipples are huge, like two inches across easily, and sooo sensitive she was gasping as
we played with them. Her tits are pert, but pretty plump, much rounder than the volcano shape that
Dani and Rach and Tashie have. They really bounce in your hand.
While I stroked them Dani undid my bikini top (big deal haha my tits are tiny) and then pulled my
bottoms off, which is more to the point. She fluffed up my little bush and stroked a finger along my slit,
really making me shiver and groan loudly. Her fingers are nearly as sexy as Tashie’s, and that’s
saying something.
So then I stripped Dani, what a gorgeous body, really you could hardly improve on it. Other bodies
can be different, but not better! Finally Dani and I slowly pulled Sue’s bikini bottoms down her lovely
brown legs and there we were. Her bush is more plucked than ours, but it might be a bit rampant
otherwise I suppose. Anyway I ran my fingers through it and Sue started to thrust, ready to get
fucked.
The others were all fucking already. Tashie was wrapped round Mike how she likes to be, and
Rachel had her legs wide apart really getting it from Phil. He looked pretty well equipped from what I
could see.
Sue and Dani and I collapsed onto the mats with Sue in the middle. Dani and I played with her,
lubing her clit with her pussy juice and rubbing it, finger-fucking her and rubbing ourselves against
her. She smelled gorgeous, I can’t describe it but it’s a bit different from white girls. I was running my
nose along her neck and chest, and her great tits, sniffing her like a dog! Then I kissed her, and she
really responded, putting her arm round my neck and pulling me onto her lips. Nice big lips, they’re
great as well, I put one then the other between mine and sort of sucked them, it was great. Then I
pulled back a bit and just looked at her beautiful face with those slanting brown eyes. Her irises are
so dark you have to look for her pupils, but they were huge.

Sue started stroking my bush and then my clit and I was wet and bucking up and down straight
away. Was this her first time with a girl? It didn’t feel like it. Especially when she whizzed down and
started eating me! Wow, she really knew what she was doing, I was almost cumming in seconds!
Then she stopped and pushed my knees to get me to turn over.
So I did, and then there were hands on my butt! And a cock at my pussy. It wasn’t Mike, so it had to
be Phil. I looked over and sure enough Rachel was on her own, still lying on her back, breathing hard
and staring up at the roof. Had Phil cum? Anyway his hard cock slid into me and I had both him and
Sue working me over! Sandwiched! I couldn’t tell how big Phil was, honestly, but I found out later he
is a pretty good size. He felt wonderful anyway.
He fucked me very beautifully, slowly, with Sue backing off because otherwise I was going to cum
straight away.
Dani had disappeared, now she came back with the strapless strap-on and started fucking Sue with
it.
After that, dear diary, it became a complete orgy and I lost track of who did what together! A beautiful
blur. I had a terrific cum with Phil and then a nice lezzie do with Rach. Then Mike fucked me and after
I’d recovered from that I got hold of the strapless strap-on and fucked my Tashie. We really must get
another one. I managed to get in a nice 69 with Sue, though I had to wait as there was a bit of a
queue for her!
About six o’clock we started to run out of steam. I had a shower and put the telly on, then I went and
helped Rach and Dani do some tea and sandwiches. When we got back everyone was just chilling,
talking about the dogs, who’d come to get stroked and reclaim their space on the mats.
Once I’d eaten I came over a bit sleepy and lay down with Tashie; before I knew it I’d dropped off
and when I woke up Phil and Sue had gone and it was nearly nine. Someone had turned an infra-red
lamp on to keep us warm; that kind of little thing makes you feel so loved.
So we lay around for a while comparing notes - it turns out Phil’s fucked all four of us girls and so has
Mike. Mike fucked Sue as well (obviously!) and all us girls have done something with her. There was
a sort of unwritten rule that we girls didn’t compare the boys. Now Tashie and I have come to bed a
bit early, dear diary, and she’s fast asleep next to me.
Sunday 13 th December
It’s been a quiet day today, we’re all a bit tired. I reckon sex with people you don’t know very well

takes more out of you. But it’s great fun.
Mike tied Tash to the bars in the Sex Centre though – she goes really nuts when you tie her up – and
fucked her for most of the morning. Rach and I cuddled and watched, and gave each other a couple
of cums. Watching from the front while her gorgeous little pelvis was pumped by gorgeous Mike from
behind, with his outsize cock looking like it shouldn’t really be fitting inside, was totally wonderful.
Dani joined in for a bit and made her cum stroking her sensitive tits, then went off to do something.
It was my turn with Mike in the afternoon; he is a total sex fiend. Gorgeous. He asked if any of us
fancied a skiing holiday. I haven’t tried skiing, so I said yes obviously. I started looking up how to do it
this evening. Cant wait!!

